Validation and use of the MM-PBSA approach for drug discovery.
The MM-PBSA approach has become a popular method for calculating binding affinities of biomolecular complexes. Published application examples focus on small test sets and few proteins and, hence, are of limited relevance in assessing the general validity of this method. To further characterize MM-PBSA, we report on a more extensive study involving a large number of ligands and eight different proteins. Our results show that applying the MM-PBSA energy function to a single, relaxed complex structure is an adequate and sometimes more accurate approach than the standard free energy averaging over molecular dynamics snapshots. The use of MM-PBSA on a single structure is shown to be valuable (a) as a postdocking filter in further enriching virtual screening results, (b) as a helpful tool to prioritize de novo design solutions, and (c) for distinguishing between good and weak binders (DeltapIC(50) > or = 2-3), but rarely to reproduce smaller free energy differences.